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Notes & URLs for this presentation can be found… 

» underneath the link to this slide on granneman.com 
» at files.granneman.com/presentations/security/

What-They-Know-What-You-Dont.pdf

http://files.granneman.com/presentations/security/What-They-Know-What-You-Dont.pdf
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Legal Director of ACLU-EM, 1997-2005



Senior Attorney, 2006–Present



Courts & Civil Liberties 
National Security, Civil Liberties & the Law 
Voting Rights & Election Law 
Gender & Law  
Sexuality & Law 
Communications Technology & the Law



Technology never gets 
worse. It only gets better.

Bruce Schneier



You have zero privacy anyway. 
Get over it.

Scott McNealy, SUN, 1999



Edward Snowden, August 13, 2013

Any unencrypted message 
sent over the Internet is 
being delivered to every 
intelligence service in the 
world.









Sniffers



















What’s a packet sniffer? 

A program and/or device that captures the data 
passing through a network 

» Where data is coming from 
» Where data is going 
» What the data is



www.wireshark.org























Oh, & there’s no way to 
detect packet sniffing



Firesheep 

Appeared October 27, 2010 

Firefox extension 

Makes cookie sidejacking easy



















Amendment IV  
he right of he people o be secure in heir 
persons, houses, papers, and effects, against 
unreasonable searches and seizures, shal not be 
violaed, and no Warrants shal issue, but upon 
probable cause, suppored by Oah or affirmaion, 
and paricularly describing he place o be 
searched, and he persons or hings o be seized.



Exceptions to warrant requirement 

» Consent 
» Plain view 
» Incident to a lawful arrest 
» Exigent circumstances 
» Places that merit low levels of protection (e.g., open 

fields, cars, borders)



American Colonies



“A man’s home is his castle.” 

James Otis



Then



Now



Law 
is like 

concrete



Roy Olmstead & his wife, Elsie 
1925







Olmstead v US (1928)



US v Katz (1967)



Kyllo v US (2001) 



Kyllo v US (2001) 





Civil Liberties  
& Crisis



History



Inter arma enim silent legs (In 
times of war, the law falls silent) 

Cicero



1861 

President Lincoln 
suspends Habeas Corpus



World War I 

Espionage Act 

Restrictions on German 
& Russian immigrants



WWII 

Internment of Japanese 
Americans 

Military Tribunals



Cold War 

Surveillance & 
investigation 
of political groups 

House Un-American 
Activities Committee



Vietnam War 
Protest 
Movement 

Targeting of 
protesters 

Expansion of 
FBI powers



Civil Rights Movement 

Monitoring & recording of 
MLK 

FBI anonymously sends MLK 
sound tape of extramarital 
affair & letter encouraging him 
to commit suicide 

“King, there is only one thing 
left for you to do. You know 
what it is.”



9/11



How is 9/11  
Different?



Technology… 

» changes how threats operate 
» changes how governments respond



Nature of threats different 

» Non-state-sponsored 
» Less hierarchical 
» Dispersed 
» Anonymous



Our response is different: near-constant surveillance



US 
Government’s 

Response



PATRIOT Act § 215 

FISA Title VII § 702 

National Security Letters



2001 
PATRIOT Act





Allows government to get “any tangible things … 
relevant to a … national security investigation … to 
protect against international terrorism or clandestine 
intelligence activities”



Expands types of records

Before 

Only: 
» Hotel & motel records  
» Car & truck rentals  
» Storage rentals



Expands types of records

Before 

Only: 
» Hotel & motel records  
» Car & truck rentals  
» Storage rentals

Now 

“Any tangible things”



Easier to get FISA warrant

Before 

FBI had to show “specific 
articulable facts” that the 
subject was a “foreign 
power or the agent of a 
foreign power”



Easier to get FISA warrant

Before 

FBI had to show “specific 
articulable facts” that the 
subject was a “foreign 
power or the agent of a 
foreign power”

Now 

Things are sought for a 
foreign intelligence 
investigation



Expanded government access without probable cause 
of a crime 

» Business documents  
» 3rd party documents  
» Electronic communications 

FBI given greater latitude to go on “fishing 
expeditions”



1978 
FISA

Amended in 2008





Allows government to collect electronic 
communications 

Targets must be foreign 

Must relate to national security threat



FISA Court 

Appointed by SCOTUS Chief Justice 

Meets in secret 

Oversees application of FISA







1978 
National Security 

Letters

Amended in 1986, 1993, 2001, & 2006



Can request only non-content information, e.g.: 

» Store purchases  
» Bank deposits & withdrawals  
» Phone numbers dialed  
» Website visits & searches  
» Sender & recipient email addresses





Non-expiring gag order 

Independent of legal courts 

Not a subpoena



Used by 
» FBI 
» CIA 
» Pentagon 

From 2003–2006, the FBI issued 192,499 NSL 
requests





There are some tradeoffs involved … 
It’s important to recognize that you 
can’t have 100% security, and also 
then have 100% privacy, and zero 
inconvenience. We’re going to have 
to make some choices as a society.



William Rehnquist,  
Former Supreme Court Chief Justice

It is neither desirable nor is it remotely 
likely that civil liberty will occupy as 
favored a position in wartime as it does 
in peacetime. The laws will thus not be 
silent in time of war, but they will 
speak with a somewhat different voice.











June 6, 2013



PRISM enables “collection directly from the servers” 
of online companies





“extensive, in-depth surveillance on live communica-
tions and stored information” 

Can acquire communications that were encrypted 
while traveling over the Internet once they’re on 
servers





“98 percent of PRISM production is based on Yahoo, 
Google and Microsoft”



Accounts for 91% of NSA’s Internet traffic acquired 
under FISA § 702



Available to low-level NSA analysts 

Don’t need supervisor approval
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Must ignore US citizen’s data if analyst is at least 51% 
sure he’s American 

Training materials say analysts should periodically 
report accidental collection of citizen data, but if they 
do collect it, “it’s nothing to worry about”



July 17, 2013 

John C. Inglis, Deputy Director, NSA 

NSA analysts can perform “a second or third hop 
query” through data



Hop 1: a suspect’s contacts 

↓ 

Hop 2: hop 1’s contacts 

↓ 

Hop 3: hop 2’s contacts



6 degrees of separation? Nope! 

University of Milan researchers calculate that on 
average everyone on the Internet is 4.74 steps away 
from anyone else



Assuming the average person calls 40 people, a 3-hop 
analysis allows the NSA to mine data on 2.5 million 
Americans when investigating 1 suspect 

Given 120 suspects, NSA could theoretically monitor all 
300 million Americans—legally





September 11, 2013



“SIGINT [signals intelligence] is intelligence derived 
from electronic signals and systems used by foreign 
targets, such as communications systems, radars, and 
weapons systems.” 

NSA website: “Signals Intelligence”



NSA sends Israel Raw SIGINT 

“Raw SIGINT is any SIGINT … before the information 
has been evaluated for foreign intelligence and 
minimized. Raw SIGINT includes, but is not limited 
to, unevaluated and unminimized transcripts, gists, 
facsimiles, telex, voice and Digital Network 
Intelligence (DNI) metadata and content.”



NSA does not filter data in advance 

“NSA routinely sends ISNU [the Israeli Sigint National 
Unit] minimized and unminimized raw collection”



When Israel finds data about a U.S. citizen “ISNU must 
inform NSA immediately” 

Israel is allows to retain “any files containing the 
identities of U.S. persons … for no more than one year.” 

However, Israelis are required to “destroy upon 
recognition” any communication “either to or from an 
official of the US government”



Senior NSA official in 2008 Top Secret document 
recounting history of US-Israel cooperation



CT = Counter-Terrorism 

Senior NSA official in 2008 Top Secret document 
recounting history of US-Israel cooperation



December 9, 2013





“American and British spies have infiltrated the fantasy 
worlds of World of Warcraft and Second Life, 
conducting surveillance and scooping up data…  

The spies have created make-believe characters to 
snoop and to try to recruit informers, while also 
collecting data and contents of communications 
between players…” 

The New York Times



GVEs = Games & Virtual Environments 

CNE = Computer Network Exploitation 

HUMINT = Human Intelligence 

From NSA’s “Exploiting Terrorist Use of Games & 
Virtual Environments”, January 8, 2007





“The documents … do not cite any counterterrorism 
successes from the effort. Former American 
intelligence officials … said in interviews that they 
knew of little evidence that terrorist groups viewed the 
games as havens to communicate and plot 
operations.” 

The New York Times





“… so many different US intelligence agents were 
conducting operations inside games that a 
‘deconfliction’ group was required to ensure they 
weren’t spying on, or interfering with, each other.” 

The Guardian



May 12, 2014



2012 report from House of Representatives Intelligence 
Committee 

Warned US companies not to buy from Chinese telecom 
equipment makers Huawei & ZTE 

“The … committee voiced fears that the two companies 
were enabling Chinese state surveillance, although it 
acknowledged that it had obtained no actual evidence 
that the firms had implanted their routers and other 
systems with surveillance devices.” 



June 2010 report from head of NSA’s Access & Target 
Department 

NSA routinely intercepts routers, servers, & other 
networking equipment being exported from US to 
international customers 

NSA implants backdoor surveillance tools, repackages 
devices, & re-sends packages 

NSA gains access to entire networks & users







If We Had Time…



















Want to keep up with 
the Snowden news?









america.aljazeera.com/articles/multimedia/ 
timeline-edward-snowden-revelations.html





en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2013_mass_surveillance_scandal





edwardsnowden.com/revelations/



Text

Solutions: encryption & education



Know your threat model: from whom are you 
protecting yourself? 

The snoop in the coffee shop? 

Corporations? 

The government?



Zombies?!?



Zombies?!?

Shoot them in the head



Thieves & Snoops



The goal: prevent the snoop from reading your stuff 

Not worried about corporations & the government



Email over HTTPS 

» Gmail 
» Hotmail Outlook.com 
» Yahoo Mail



IM 

» Skype 
» Google Chat Hangouts 
» Surespot





www.surespot.me



Extensions 

» HTTPS Everywhere 
» Force-TLS



Extensions 

» Secure Login Helper 
» KB SSL Enforcer



VPN (Virtual Private Network) encrypts all Internet 
traffic in an encrypted tunnel between you & the VPN 
server 

After that, it’s not in the encrypted tunnel











www.strongvpn.com • $7/month





www.vpntunnel.com • 5€/month





No logging!





Corporations



The goal: stop getting tracked by corporations 

Not a defense against snoops or the government



“If you are not paying for it, you’re not the customer; 
you’re the product being sold.”



Don’t give your data away















“DuckDuckGo does not collect or share personal 
information. That is our privacy policy in a nutshell. … 
When you search at DuckDuckGo, we don’t know who 
you are and there is no way to tie your searches 
together.”



Ghostery 
www.ghostery.com



1,300+ companies in its database 

1900+ trackers 

2,300+ tracking patterns 

» Advertiser  
» Analytics  
» Beacon 
» Widget  
» Privacy























Government Agents



Edward Snowden, August 13, 2013

Any unencrypted message 
sent over the Internet is 
being delivered to every 
intelligence service in the 
world.



The goal: protect your privacy from the government (& 
snoops & corporations too!)



AKA, rubber-hose cryptanalysis





TOR: The Onion Router 

Hides your Internet location & usage











Sloooooow…







Educate yourself!







glenngreenwald.net





eff.org





prism-break.org/en/



Objections



“It’s just metadata!”



“Metadata absolutely tells you everything about 
somebody’s life. If you have enough metadata you 
don’t really need content… [It’s] sort of embarrassing 
how predictable we are as human beings.” —Stewart 
Baker, former general counsel of the NSA











If metadata isn’t valuable, then why is it collected?



U.S. Deaths 2001
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U.S. Deaths 1999–2010
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“If you’re not doing anything wrong, then you shouldn’t 
mind if the government watches you.”



It’s not how you view yourself, but how the government 
views you 

It decides if you are a threat; you don’t



Power corrupts, & absolute power corrupts absolutely



Quis custodiet custodes ipsos? (Who will watch the watchers?)





“Collect it All” 

“Exploit it All”



Forever is a long time



“If one would give me six lines written 
by the hand of the most honest man, I 
would find something in them to have 
him hanged.” 

Cardinal Richelieu



“[C]itizens who believe they are law-
abiding may, in the eyes of federal 
prosecutors, be committing three 
felonies each day…”



Edward Snowden, June 9, 2013

I can’t in good conscience allow the 
US government to destroy privacy, 
Internet freedom and basic liberties 
for people around the world with 
this massive surveillance machine 
they’re secretly building.



Malo periculosam libertatem quam 
quietum servitium (I prefer liberty 
with danger to peace with servitude)



Thank you! 

scott@granneman.com 
www.granneman.com 
ChainsawOnATireSwing.com 
@scottgranneman 

denise@deniselieberman.com 
advancementproject.com
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Changelog 

2015-06-16 1.3: Added intro slides re: Notes & 
Granneman.com 
2015-06-14 1.2: Changed theme to Georgia Pro; 
small fixes; added slide for Snowden Revelations; 
added several more quick Snowden revelations; added 
MLK to history; hid GnuPG section; un-hid Firesheep; 
added slide that there’s no way to detect packet sniffing 
2014-06-15 1.1: Moved old presentation over to new 
format
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